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TREATMENT REPORT

BRIEF.
DESCRIPTION

(summarize from
DESCRIPTION.MAIN)

Navy blue satin dress with hobble skirt and embroidered placket.

NAME Anne Silk, Chloe Boxer

DATE 4/10/10

CONDITION OF ITEM (refer to condition report)

1. China silk lining is shattered along top of neckline, left center placket and pulling away at right side seam and some small 
holes throughout, underarm lace has separated from lining.
2. Two missing covered buttons at bottom right of skirt, silk shattering on bottom right button
3. Front placket beginning to deteriorate.
4. Alterations: Some snaps and hooks replaced, added blue silk cord, sheer synthetic added on top of lapel and trim on sides of
skirt. Looks like it has been taken in on the sides.

TREATMENT PROPOSAL

1. Stabilize neckline and other holes with netting, stabilize where right seam is pulling away from placket.
2. We are not going to deal with the buttons.
3. Stabilize entire placket with netting
4. Undo all alterations: remove synthetic from lapel and sides and blue silk cord from trim, take out side alterations.

TREATMENT.REPORT

Anne Silk:
On the first day I worked on ripping out seams in order to remove all of the alterations from the dress.  I started with the blue 
synthetic at the bottom of the dress, and had to undo one side of the bow at the bottom in order to get the synthetic out.  I 
noticed that the bow was sewn on with the same newer blue thread of many of the alterations.  Then I undid all of the blue cord
on the dress.  We also discovered while working that both of the sides of the garment had been taken in quite a lot, so I worked
to undo those seams as well.  These seams actually extended much farther than we originally thought, with both of them going 
up the armpit and down the sleeve a little ways.  In the left tuck I also found one straight pin.  I also found a tear in the right 
shoulder seam while undoing the tucks. Finally I removed the blue synthetic from the lapel.  Here I had to remove two snaps 
and two hooks in order to take off the synthetic.

Chloë Boxer:
It was used a costume prior to being rescued by the Vassar College Costume Collection, and suffered many alterations. As part 
of the restoration process, pale blue polyester was removed from the collar and the bottom of the skirt, along with blue cord that
trimmed the collar, cuffs, and waist. It was then restored to its original size, as it had been crudely taken in at the sides. The 
inside lining was also reinforced with conservation netting. The final part of the restoration will be to establish the original style
of the ribbon trim along the bottom of the skirt – there are several potential configurations.

from Arden Kirkland, 11/11:
I believe everything from the proposal was addressed. Chloe Boxer researched similar dresses of the period and determined that
the most appropriate configuration of the ribbon trim on the bottom section of the skirt would be to create a bow at each side.
The ribbon was placed as such for the exhibition in May 2010.
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